
No. Description Quantity
Publishing 

year 

001 The Greatest Showman 大娛樂家
Celebrates the birth of show business, and tells of a visionary 

who rose from nothing to create a spectacle that became a 

worldwide sensation

1 2017

002 The Shape of Water 忘形水
At a top secret research facility in the 1960s, a lonely janitor 

forms a unique relationship with an amphibious creature that is 

being held in captivity

1 2017

003 Dunkirk 鄧寇克大行動
Allied soldiers from Belgium, the British Empire and France are 

surrounded by the German Army, and evacuated during a fierce 

battle in World War II.

1 2017

004 Paddington 2 柏靈頓2

Paddington, now happily settled with the Brown family and a 

popular member of the local community, picks up a series of 

odd jobs to buy the perfect present for his Aunt Lucy's 100th 

birthday, only for the gift to be stolen.

1 2017

005 Beauty and the Beast 美女與野獸
An adaptation of the fairy tale about a monstrous-looking prince 

and a young woman who fall in love.
1 2017

006 Murder on the Orient Express 東方快車謀殺案
When a murder occurs on the train he's travelling on, celebrated 

detective Hercule Poirot is recruited to solve the case.
1 2017

007 The Snowman 雪中罪
Detective Harry Hole investigates the disappearance of a woman 

whose scarf is found wrapped around an ominous-looking 

snowman.

1 2017

008 CoCo 玩轉極樂園
Aspiring musician Miguel, confronted with his family's 

ancestral ban on music, enters the Land of the Dead to find his 

great-great-grandfather, a legendary singer.

1 2017

009 La La Land 星聲夢裡人
While navigating their careers in Los Angeles, a pianist and an 

actress fall in love while attempting to reconcile their aspirations 

for the future.

1 2016

010 Lion 漫漫回家路

A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, 

thousands of kilometers from home. He survives many 

challenges before being adopted by a couple in Australia. 25 

years later, he sets out to find his lost family.

1 2016

011
Fantastic beasts and where to find 

them
怪獸與牠們的產地

The adventures of writer Newt Scamander in New York's secret 

community of witches and wizards seventy years before Harry 

Potter reads his book in school.

1 2016

012 Hacksaw Ridge 鋼鋸嶺

WWII American Army Medic Desmond T. Doss, who served 

during the Battle of Okinawa, refuses to kill people, and 

becomes the first man in American history to receive the Medal 

of Honor without firing a shot.

1 2016

013 Hidden Figures: NASA NASA 無名英雌
The story of a team of female African-American 

mathematicians who served a vital role in NASA during the 

early years of the U.S. space program.

1 2016
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014 Sully 薩利機長：迫降奇蹟
The story of Chesley Sullenberger, an American pilot who 

became a hero after landing his damaged plane on the Hudson 

River in order to save the flight's passengers and crew.

1 2016

015 Nine Lives 億萬喵星人
A stuffy businessman finds himself trapped inside the body of 

his family's cat.
1 2016

016 Night at the Museum 翻生侏羅館
The daughter of an Imperial scientist joins the Rebel Alliance in 

a risky move to steal the Death Star plans.
1 2016

017
Miss Peregrine's Home for 

Peculiar Children
柏鳥小姐的童幻世界

When Jacob discovers clues to a mystery that stretches across 

time, he finds Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children. But 

the danger deepens after he gets to know the residents and learns 

about their special powers.

1 2016

018 Alice Through the Looking Glass 愛麗絲夢遊仙境2穿越魔鏡
Alice returns to the whimsical world of Wonderland and travels 

back in time to help the Mad Hatter.
1 2016

019 Zootopia 優獸大都會
In a city of anthropomorphic animals, a rookie bunny cop and a 

cynical con artist fox must work together to uncover a 

conspiracy.

1 2016

020 Split 思‧裂
Three girls are kidnapped by a man with a diagnosed 23 distinct 

personalities. They must try to escape before the apparent 

emergence of a frightful new 24th.

1 2016

021 Me Before You 遇見你之前
A girl in a small town forms an unlikely bond with a recently-

paralyzed man she's taking care of.
1 2016

022 Passengers 太空潛航者
A spacecraft traveling to a distant colony planet and transporting 

thousands of people has a malfunction in its sleep chambers. As 

a result, two passengers are awakened 90 years early.

1 2016

023 Collateral Beauty 最美麗的安排

Retreating from life after a tragedy, a man questions the 

universe by writing to Love, Time and Death. Receiving 

unexpected answers, he begins to see how these things interlock 

and how even loss can reveal moments of meaning and beauty.

1 2016

024 Moonlight 月亮喜歡藍
A chronicle of the childhood, adolescence and burgeoning 

adulthood of a young, African-American, gay man growing up 

in a rough neighborhood of Miami.

1 2016

025 The BFG 吹夢的巨人
An orphan little girl befriends a benevolent giant who takes her 

to Giant Country, where they attempt to stop the man-eating 

giants that are invading the human world.

1 2016

026 Florence Foster Jenkins 走音歌后
The story of Florence Foster Jenkins, a New York heiress who 

dreamed of becoming an opera singer, despite having a terrible 

singing voice.

1 2016



027 Rogue One - Star Wars 俠盜一號：星球大戰外傳
A newly recruited night security guard at the Museum of 

Natural History discovers that an ancient curse causes the 

animals and exhibits on display to come to life and wreak havoc.

1 2016

028 The Little Prince 小王子

A little girl lives in a very grown-up world with her mother, who 

tries to prepare her for it. Her neighbor, the Aviator, introduces 

the girl to an extraordinary world where anything is possible, the 

world of the Little Prince.

1 2015

029 Already Tomorrow in Hong Kong 緣來說再見

An attraction forms when a Chinese American girl visiting 

Hong Kong for the first time meets an American expat who 

shows her the way, but timing may not quite be on their side. A 

walk and talk romance set in the beautiful city of Hong Kong, 

the film asks the question - what happens when you meet the 

right person at the wrong time?

1 2015

030 The Intern  見習冇限耆

Seventy-year-old widower Ben Whittaker has discovered that 

retirement isn't all it's cracked up to be. Seizing an opportunity 

to get back in the game, he becomes a senior intern at an online 

fashion site, founded and run by Jules Ostin.

1 2015

031 Inside out 玩轉腦朋友

After young Riley is uprooted from her Midwest life and moved 

to San Francisco, her emotions - Joy, Fear, Anger, Disgust and 

Sadness - conflict on how best to navigate a new city, house, 

and school.

1 2015

032 The Martian 火星任務
An astronaut becomes stranded on Mars after his team assume 

him dead, and must rely on his ingenuity to find a way to signal 

to Earth that he is alive.

1 2015

033  Tomorrowland 明日世界

Bound by a shared destiny, a teen bursting with scientific 

curiosity and a former boy-genius inventor embark on a mission 

to unearth the secrets of a place somewhere in time and space 

that exists in their collective memory.

1 2015

034 Jurassic World 侏羅紀世界
A new theme park, built on the original site of Jurassic Park, 

creates a genetically modified hybrid dinosaur, which escapes 

containment and goes on a killing spree.

1 2015

035 The Good Dinosaur 恐龍大時代
In a world where dinosaurs and humans live side-by-side, an 

Apatosaurus named Arlo makes an unlikely human friend.
1 2015

036 In the Heart of the Sea 巨鯨傳說：怒海中心
A recounting of a New England whaling ship's sinking by a 

giant whale in 1820, an experience that later inspired the great 

novel Moby-Dick.

1 2015

037 Concussion 震盪真相
In Pittsburgh, accomplished pathologist Dr. Bennet Omalu 

uncovers the truth about brain damage in football players who 

suffer repeated concussions in the course of normal play.

1 2015

038 Steve Jobs 喬布斯

Steve Jobs takes us behind the scenes of the digital revolution, to 

paint a portrait of the man at its epicenter. The story unfolds 

backstage at three iconic product launches, ending in 1998 with 

the unveiling of the iMac.

1 2015



039 Paper Towns 紙上城市
After an all night adventure, Quentin's life-long crush, Margo, 

disappears, leaving behind clues that Quentin and his friends 

follow on the journey of a life-time.

1 2015

040
The Five People You Meet in 

Heaven
在天堂遇見的五個人

An elderly amusement park maintenance man, Eddie, is trapped 

in purgatory and the only way out is to confront five people 

from his past. Unfortunately, dark secrets from his service in the 

Philippines begin to haunt him.

1 2014

041 Paddington 柏靈頓
A young Peruvian bear travels to London in search of a home. 

Finding himself lost and alone at Paddington Station, he meets 

the kindly Brown family, who offer him a temporary haven.

1 2014

042 Monsters University 怪獸大學
A look at the relationship between Mike and Sulley during their 

days at Monsters University -- when they weren't necessarily the 

best of friends.

1 2013

043 Begin Again 一切從音樂再開始
A chance encounter between a disgraced music-business 

executive and a young singer-songwriter, new to Manhattan, 

turns into a promising collaboration between the two talents.

1 2013

044 12 Years a Slave 被奪走的12年
In the antebellum United States, Solomon Northup, a free black 

man from upstate New York, is abducted and sold into slavery.
1 2013

045 Hachiko: A Dog's Story 秋田犬八千
A college professor's bond with the abandoned dog he takes into 

his home.
1 2010

046
Mr. Bean's Most Memorable 

Moments
戇豆先生

Selecting the most memorable moments of Rowan Atkinson's 

brilliant Mr. Bean series must have been as daunting as, say, 

preparing Christmas dinner with a turkey on your head. Or 

driving a Mini from an armchair on the roof. Or staying awake 

in church. 

1 2010

047 Toy Story 3 反斗奇兵 3

The toys are mistakenly delivered to a day-care center instead of 

the attic right before Andy leaves for college, and it's up to 

Woody to convince the other toys that they weren't abandoned 

and to return home.

1 2010

048 Despicable Me 壞蛋獎門人
When a criminal mastermind uses a trio of orphan girls as 

pawns for a grand scheme, he finds their love is profoundly 

changing him for the better.

1 2010

049
Clear Pronunciation Learning to 

speak clearly 
\ \ 1 2010

050 Inception 潛行凶間
A thief, who steals corporate secrets through the use of dream-

sharing technology, is given the inverse task of planting an idea 

into the mind of a CEO.

1 2010

051 Alice in Wonderland 愛麗絲夢遊仙境

Nineteen-year-old Alice returns to the magical world from her 

childhood adventure, where she reunites with her old friends 

and learns of her true destiny: to end the Red Queen's reign of 

terror.

1 2010

052 Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 朱古力獎門人
A young boy wins a tour through the most magnificent 

chocolate factory in the world, led by the world's most unusual 

candy maker.

1 2009

053 Up 沖天救兵
Seventy-eight year old Carl Fredricksen travels to Paradise Falls 

in his home equipped with balloons, inadvertently taking a 

young stowaway.

1 2009



054 Music and Lyrics  冧歌有情人

A washed up singer is given a couple days to compose a chart-

topping hit for an aspiring teen sensation. Though he's never 

written a decent lyric in his life, he sparks with an offbeat 

younger woman with a flair for words.

1 2007

055 The Devil wears Prada 穿Prada的惡魔
A smart but sensible new graduate lands a job as an assistant to 

Miranda Priestly, the demanding editor-in-chief of a high 

fashion magazine.

1 2006

056 The Day After Tomorrow 明日之後

Jack Hall, paleoclimatologist, must make a daring trek from 

Washington, D.C. to New York City, to reach his son, trapped 

in the cross-hairs of a sudden international storm which plunges 

the planet into a new Ice Age.

1 2004

057 Super Size Me 不瘦降之謎
While examining the influence of the fast food industry, Morgan 

Spurlock personally explores the consequences on his health of a 

diet of solely McDonald's food for one month.

1 2004

058 Workplace English \

-A TV programme to illustrate the use of English in different 

workplace settings with A series of drama and interviews with 

employees from different industries

-Acknowledgement: RTHK for planning and production

1 2004

059 Big City Level 1 \

Elementary level of series of business English videos for 

language learners. Combines factual reports with a dramatized 

story to offer a picture of business English in context.

1 2003

060 Tuesdays With Morrie 最後14堂星期二的課
A journalist finds himself questioning his own life when his best 

friend, a dying man, offers him some very powerful wisdom and 

advice for coping in relationships, careers and society.

1 2003

061 Artificial Intelligence 人工智能
A highly advanced robotic boy longs to become "real" so that he 

can regain the love of his human mother.
1 2002

062 Minority Report 未來報告
In a future where a special police unit is able to arrest murderers 

before they commit their crimes, an officer from that unit is 

himself accused of a future murder.

1 2002

063 Bend it like Beckham 我愛碧咸
The daughter of orthodox Sikh rebels against her parents' 

traditionalism and joins a football team.
1 2002

064 Catch me if you can 捉智雙雄

The story of Frank Abagnale Jr., before his 19th birthday, 

successfully forged millions of dollars' worth of checks while 

posing as a Pan Am pilot, a doctor, and legal prosecutor as a 

seasoned and dedicated FBI agent pursues him.

1 2002

065 A Beautiful Mind 有你終生美麗
After John Nash, a brilliant but asocial mathematician, accepts 

secret work in cryptography, his life takes a turn for the 

nightmarish.

1 2001

066 Ocean's Eleven 盜海豪情
Danny Ocean and his eleven accomplices plan to rob three Las 

Vegas casinos simultaneously.
1 2001

067 102 Dalmatians 102斑點狗
Cruella DeVil gets out of prison and goes after them darned 

puppies once more.
1 2001



068 The Mummy 盜墓迷城

An American serving in the French Foreign Legion on an 

archaeological dig at the ancient city of Hamunaptra 

accidentally awakens a mummy that wreaks havoc on him, and 

his crew.

1 1999

069 Titanic 鐵達尼號
A seventeen-year-old aristocrat falls in love with a kind but poor 

artist aboard the luxurious, ill-fated R.M.S. Titanic.
1 1997

070 Forrest Gump 阿甘正傳
The presidencies of Kennedy and Johnson, Vietnam, Watergate, 

and other history unfold through the perspective of an Alabama 

man with an IQ of 75.

1 1994

071 The Shawshank Redemption 月黑高飛
Two imprisoned men bond over a number of years, finding 

solace and eventual redemption through acts of common 

decency.

1 1994

072 Sleepless in Seattle 緣份的天空
A recently widowed man's son calls a radio talk-show in an 

attempt to find his father a partner.
1 1993

073 / 英語一分鐘

- A TV programme to arouse public interest in learning English 

through the use of English in different themes

- Acknowledgement: RTHK for planning and production

1 /


